What should I do if the pain increases with exercise?

- If your pain gets worse, initially reduce your exercises. As your shoulder starts to feel better you can gradually start exercising again.

- However, if your pain increases significantly stop the exercises and consult your GP or physiotherapist before continuing.

General Advice

- Keep your shoulder gently moving, but avoid activities that aggravate your pain.

- The sooner you commence early exercise, the better your recovery.

- Don’t keep your shoulder still, it will get stiff and healing will take longer.

- If your symptoms get worse, or do not improve please seek further medical advice.
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What causes impingement?
- This usually occurs due to irritation or inflammation of the bursa (a soft tissue cushion) at the front of the shoulder. Sometimes the tendons (where the muscles attach to the bone) are also affected.
- It is often linked with repeated overhead activities, overuse, and poor postural habits.

What are the symptoms?
- Pain that comes and goes
- The pain can be made worse by certain movements including reaching forwards and up, and reaching behind your back.
- Difficulty sleeping on the affected side due to pain.

How long will it take to recover?
- Healing from soft tissue injuries normally takes about six weeks, though everyone recovers from injuries at different rates.
- The pain usually starts to settle within a few days.
- The majority of simple strains do not cause lasting problems, as the body is very good at healing itself.

What treatments can I use?

Pain killers
- If your GP has prescribed pain killers, then these should be taken at the recommended dose.

Rest
- Try and rest the arm for the first 24-72 hours. However, it is important to maintain flexibility in the arm so gently move it without causing too much pain. This will ensure your arm does not become too stiff and it will help with the healing process.

Ice
- Wrap an ice pack in a damp towel and place over the shoulder. Use for up to 15 minutes every 2 hours. This will help reduce the swelling and pain.

Early movement and exercises
- In the early stages it is best to avoid the activities that aggravate the pain. However, it is important to keep the shoulder moving to prevent stiffness.
- Do not rest for long periods at a time as this will lead to stiffness and weakness and prolong your recovery.
- Simple, graded exercises can be performed to help gain full function of your shoulder.

Exercises for your shoulder
1. Stand leaning on a table with your good hand, let your injured arm hang relaxed straight down. Swing your arm in circles, clockwise and anti-clockwise.
2. Lying on your back, lift your injured arm up, using your other arm to help.
3. Stand with your arms behind your back. Hold the wrist of your injured arm. Slide your hands up your back.
4. Keep your arm close to your side. Slowly turn your forearm outwards.

Please Note: These exercises should not increase your pain. Perform each exercise gently and slowly, only moving as far as feels comfortable. Practice each exercise up to 10 times, 2-3 times a day.
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